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I see things in very
detailed ways with my
eyes, especially in the
shadows and bright light.
This also is a metaphor
for seeing into the
darkness and the light.
I try to create that
kind of seeing in
my photography.
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Bruce Henderson took his photography in a new direction—in circles—when
he wanted to stand out in the landscape photography market.

Tell us about yourself and your
journey as an artist:

While a first-year master’s student at the University of Wisconsin – Madison in the 1970s,
I was given a 35mm camera as a gift. One of
the photos from my first roll of film was published in a newspaper. I was hooked, and I
changed my whole master’s work to focus on
photography. I then worked as a reporter and
photographer for newspapers.
As time went on, I moved from reporting and
photography to editing, layout, and design,
and then began teaching journalism at the
University of Colorado – Boulder in 1993.
I also ran the student newspaper and converted it from film to digital photography in
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the late 1990s. The quality of the digital images (from a 1 megapixel Nikon Coolpix 900
camera!) was barely good enough for reproduction on newsprint. I also began teaching
Adobe Photoshop and hosting Photoshop
workshops for photography professionals.
I did not get back into serious photography
for myself until about three years ago. I was
at a fall art festival in Boulder when I felt that
the quality of photography had shifted dramatically. I remember it was a sweltering hot
day; there weren’t that many people attending
the fair, and I had lots of time to talk to the
photographers. They were shooting with 20
megapixel cameras, and their large prints had
stunning detail. Some were using a technique

that expands the details in the darkest and/or
brightest parts of a photo. I got very excited
about photography again.
motivation for creating:

For me, photography is a way of seeing differently. I see things in very detailed ways with
my eyes, especially in the shadows and bright
light. This also is a metaphor for seeing into
the darkness and the light. I try to create that
kind of seeing in my photography.
What draws you to photography?

I feel I can best capture what I see in darkness and light using a camera and a variety of
photographic techniques.
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Have you always found yourself
behind the lens of a camera?

Yes, since the 1970s, but coming back to it
again is very different than what I was doing
then. This time, I am doing it without being
given an assignment, and without doing it as
a job; I am creating fine art.
Walk us through the process of
Your photos have a very painterly

creating a Boulder Planetz piece:

QUALITY to them. What draws you to

Each artwork consists first of a series of 20 to
25 photos taken in a 360-degree arc using a
16mm lens. The photos are sewn together to
make a single panoramic image using Photoshop software. The panorama then is projected into a spherical form through the use
of Photoshop’s Polar Coordinates filter. The
filter essentially maps the horizontal panorama onto a circle. The technique is sometimes
referred to as polar panorama, spherical panorama, or “Little Planets.”

creative process?

What inspires the subject matter for

How would you say your artISTIC

these pieces? Do the locations hold

style differs from other

significance to you personally OR To

contemporary artists?

the city in general? How do you go

My technique is unusual because these planets are not perfect circles, and they have a
random content emphasis. By positioning my
camera closer to what I want to emphasize—
a building, for example—I am able to make
that building the largest object and put it at
the top of the planet. This gives the photos an
obvious emphasis. People say, “Look. It’s the
Boulder Theater building!”

edit your photographs in this manner
as opposed to leaving them in a more
natural state?

A painter draws details into the shadows and
in the bright areas of a painting. My photographic technique does the same—it puts details in the shadows and the highlights. This
is what gives them that painterly feel.
Describe your Boulder Planetz series.

What is your favorite aspect of the

Taking the original photo and working on it
digitally. It’s similar to the film process: taking the photo, and then watching with some
anticipation and excitement as it comes up in
the developing tray.

How did this series transpire?

I don’t think there was a single event that
triggered the idea for the series. It was more
like a convergence. I had taken a series of
wonderful landscape photos and thought I
might have a chance at selling them. I went
to several art stores, though, and saw there
are lots of landscape photographers. I began
to think about what might be different, and
what people might want to buy that is different, entertaining, familiar, and fun. The
Boulder Planetz series is, in one sense, a kind
of landscape photography. Each photo is a
360-degree panorama that is then warped
into a circle. Each photo is of a familiar Boulder landmark, but with a completely different
and fun look.
What is your goal and message? What
response do you hope to evoke?

I love it when people spend some time looking at all the detail in an image, or when
they discover some detail and point it out to
someone. It’s that seeing thing again. It’s like
they are looking at something for the first
time, discovering something, even though
the place is familiar.
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about choosing the next location?

I have done a series of city landmarks and
a series of buildings at the University of
Colorado. They both have different audiences, with some overlap. I think students
like to have an unusual photo of a building
they spent four years in during an exciting
period of their lives. I keep experimenting.
I have this wonderful planet taken at a Utah
rest stop. It’s all just a planet of mountains. I
have another wonderful planet of a railroad
roundhouse. It’s taken from the center of the
track that rotates around to all these train
repair buildings, so there are buildings all
around the planet.
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What do you find inspiring that you
can’t wait to recreate in your art?

That feeling of having captured something in
a new, highly detailed way.
How do you continue to challenge
yourself as an artist?

I keep experimenting, and keep reading
about different techniques. I have learned so
much over the past several years, and I never
tire of discovering new things.
What haS been the most valuable
lesson you’ve learned?

To learn how to learn. I created some of
the first Internet publishing courses in the
early 1990s at the University of Colorado.
Technology was changing so quickly then,
as it is now. I would teach the students that
while what they were learning was important
and cutting edge, they needed to learn how
to learn. All the technology would change
and evolve, and to keep current, they would
need to learn how to learn forever. I do the
same myself.
Talk about your life outside of
photography:

Ha! I don’t know that I have one. I currently am the communications director for the
ATLAS Institute at the University of Colorado. The institute has several undergrad and
graduate programs focused on communications technology, arts, and media. I take a lot
of still photos and video as part of my job,
which also includes print and web design,
and promoting ATLAS programs using a
variety of communications technologies, including social media.
Where would you like to be in
ten years?

Doing photography exclusively. And I hope it
still doesn’t feel like a job.

The Boulder Planetz
series is, in one
sense, a kind of
landscape photography.
Each photo is a
360-degree panorama
that is then warped into
a circle. Each photo is
of a familiar Boulder
landmark, but with a
completely different and
fun look.

AL :: www.brucehendersonphotography.com
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